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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This guide provides step-by-step instructions to help researchers to locate the relevant information on the ABS Clearing House website. While each section may be read without reference to other sections, typically a user will encounter due diligence questions in this order.  India is the main example used in this guide. This ABS information is correct and up-to-date as of September 2018. However, it is recommended that the accuracy of the ABS information is re-established by researchers using the ABS Clearing House since information may have since been updated. Please note: the country profiles on the ABS Clearing House look different depending on what internet provider you use. It is recommended that you use Internet Explorer or Chrome to follow this guide. 



Use this guide in conjunction with the Nagoya 
Protocol webpage and checklist for researchers

The Nagoya Protocol Webpage Checklist for Researchers

Click this icon in 
the upper left 
corner of these 
slides to see 
additional notes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This guide should be used in conjunction with the Nagoya Protocol webpage which has further information. The Nagoya Protocol Checklist for Researchers may also be of assistance in determining whether the Nagoya Protocol applies and outlining the due diligence steps required. This presentation assumes that you have already completed stage 1 in the ‘Checklist for Researchers’ i.e. that you have determined the Nagoya Protocol applies to the material.  It outlines how to identify information on the provider country and undertake due diligence in stages 2 and 3. 

https://www.research-operations.admin.cam.ac.uk/nagoya-protocol
https://www.research-operations.admin.cam.ac.uk/nagoya-protocol/checklist-researchers


1. The ABS Clearing House Website

• Facilitates implementation of the 
Nagoya Protocol

• Information exchange: connection 
between users and providers

• Parties provide contact information & 
the requirements for accessing genetic 
resources/ traditional knowledge

• Users can then find information on how 
to access these resources as part of their 
due diligence process.https://absch.cbd.int/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Access and Benefit Sharing Clearing House (ABSCH) is a platform to exchange information on access and benefit sharing measures. It is a key tool for facilitating the implementation of the Nagoya Protocol. The ABSCH website is most likely to be used by researchers for due diligence - i.e. finding out whether there are any legislative requirements under the Protocol for the collection or utilisation of a genetic resource (GR). 



3. Has the country ratified the Nagoya Protocol? 

(A)

(B)

(C)

India has ratified the Nagoya Protocol

Click ‘Search’

Search for the country e.g. India
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, India has ratified the Nagoya Protocol. Continue with the presentation to determine whether India has established access measures. 



4. Has the country established access measures?
(A) (E)

India has access measures(F)

(D) Click here to 
open the report*

(B)

Search for the country e.g. India

(C)

Click here

(G) If the response to Q12 is ‘not applicable’ (e.g. Japan, Pakistan), it is advised to 
check the responses to Q7 and Q8 to confirm that there are no access measures

* If the interim report is not available, it will be necessary to find this information on the country profile  under ‘Legislative, administrative or policy measures on access and 
benefit sharing’ – please see  ‘Step 5. What are the access measures? (Method 1)’ for further information on how to do this. 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point, it is necessary only to confirm whether or not there are access measures to access the genetic resources. If not, the Protocol does not apply. If so,  the subsequent slides will outline how you determine what these access measures entail (slide 8 and 9).The simplest approach is to use the interim report (if it is available). Question 12 indicates whether or not the country has access measures – e.g. India clearly does as shown in the example in the slide (4F). Other countries, such as Denmark, Japan, Pakistan etc., responded to this question with ‘not applicable’ (4G). Typically, it is then possible to confirm the absence of access measures by referring to questions 7 and 8 where the country will state as such. * If an interim report is not available (for instance, Chad has not yet submitted a report), it will be necessary to find this information on the country profile under ‘Legislative, administrative or policy measures on access and benefit sharing’ or from the National Focal Point – please see  slides 8 onward for further information on how to do this. 



Checklist for researchers – Interlude

• You have now completed stage 2 of the 
‘Nagoya Protocol Checklist for Researchers’. 

• If you have determined your work is within 
the scope of the Nagoya Protocol (or are 
unsure), please continue onwards to stage 3.

• Proceed with this presentation to determine 
whether the country has PIC and MAT 
conditions in its access measures and how to 
contact the National Focal Point.
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5. What are the access measures? (Method 1)

Click here to 
open

(D)

(E) Scroll down to find the 
access procedures & MAT

(A) Click ‘Search’

(C)

Click here to open the country profile page

(F) If unclear, use method 2 to determine what access measures that are in place. If still unclear,  contact the National Focal Point to request information.

(B)

Search for the country e.g. India

Click here to open 
the regulation

Sections of the 
regulation that relate 

to MAT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The type and the amount of information about the access measures of a provider country can vary considerably.  Information on some countries will be a lot easier to find than others (e.g. India and Ethiopia). The specific access measures in place for India are comprehensive and well signposted. There are 29 regulatory or administrative measures listed under ‘Legislative, administrative or policy measures (MSR)’. The access and MAT sub-sections under the ‘Access’ section identify the relevant regulation and the specific articles/rules with information relating to access, PIC and MAT.  If you cannot find the access measures using this approach, please try the interim report method in slide 9. It may be necessary to contact the National Focal Point to request further information and advice (slide 10)



6. What are the access measures? (Method 2)

(C)

Click here to 
open the report

(B)

Click

Click here

(H)
Permits

(E) PIC 
information

(F) MAT
information

(G)
Procedures

(D)

Scroll down to 
section 11

(A)
Search for the country e.g. India
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This method is quicker and easier than the first method. However, it must be noted that the interim report contains information that was accurate at the time of its upload to the ABSCH and the country may have updated or established new access measures since this time. For instance, the Japanese interim report (2017) notes that there are no access measures for the time being but that they will consider the need to develop access measures within 5 years.  Some countries (e.g. Chad) might not have produced interim reports yet. 



7. What is the country’s ABS National Focal Point 
(NFP)?

(A) Click ‘Search’

(B)

Search for the country e.g. India
(E)

Contact Information

(D)
Click for more information

Scroll down to see NFP

(C)

(F) You can contact the NFP to request further information on legislation or if you need further advice. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can contact a country’s named ABS National Focal Point (NFP) to request further information or advice. If you are unsure whether the country has access measures in place, you should contact the NFP to confirm the access arrangements. You can also contact Competent National Authority (CNA) for advice if you are unable to make contact with the National Focal Point.  If the NFP and CNA fail to respond after reasonable attempts have been made to contact them, you must decide for yourselves whether or not to access or utilise the genetic resource in question.  



8. Further Help and Support

If you need more help you may wish:
• Visit the Nagoya Protocol webpage;
• Refer to the Checklist for Researchers 
• Contact your departmental Nagoya 

Protocol Contact;
• Contact the National Focal Point of 

the provider country;
• Use the live chat function on the 

ABSCH website;
• E-mail ABSCH at: absch@cbd.int

Click here to chat with 
the SCBD help desk
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